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Rasteriser, core.ini and Pribluda 

Version: 1.3 by Bernd Nowak with help from M Needforspeed and Petterie 

Introduction 
GPL Driver: “What the heck is a rasteriser? I thought I have a video card with drivers (Force Ware 

for NVidia and Catalyst for ATI). “ 

GPL is an older application which had to do most of the graphics calculations itself like the 

calculations to remove hidden 3D objects. In this time you had to use vendor specific commands to 

output 3D graphics on a monitor.  

And the people from Papyrus had been clever. They had to do the 3D calculations via the GPL.exe 

application but then they wrote different rasteriser which had the purpose to provide a generic 

interface to vendor specific commands to common 3D commands like draw a polygon and put a 

bitmap on it for example. 

Here’s how to draw a triangle with OpenGL: 

glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES);      // Drawing Using Triangles 

glVertex3f( 0.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f);    // Top 

glVertex3f(-1.0f,-1.0f, 0.0f);    // Bottom Left 

glVertex3f( 1.0f,-1.0f, 0.0f);    // Bottom Right 

glEnd();        // Finished Drawing The Triangle 

And here’s an incomplete code piece for DX7: 

d3dd->DrawIndexedPrimitive(D3DPT_TRIANGLESTRIP,D3DFVF_TLVERTEX, 

                               (void*)(buf),(GRID_X+1)*(GRID_Y+1), 

                               (idx+y*(GRID_X+1)*2),(GRID_X+1)*2,0); 

As you can see the device specific commands (OpenGL vs. D3D) are totally different. Papyrus now 

thought that it would be easier to create common commands like fillRect, bitmapDraw and others 

and create DLL files which are customized then for OpenGL or D3D. The DLLs would contain the 

specific commands like shown above. 

This DLL files are called rasteriser.  
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GPL supports these graphic software interfaces today: 

 softdll.dll  

which is a Software based graphic driver. So really no hardware acceleration and most stuff 

will not work with this rasteriser 

 renddll.dll 

which is for Rendition graphics cards. According to the web there haven’t been many 

different Rendition cards. OS support was limited to Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0. 

 rast3dfx.dll  

which is for 3DFX cards. Those cards had drivers for Windows 95 to Windows 2003. For most 

GPL related Add-ons you must however use reduced texture bitmaps. Reason is that those 

cards had low graphic memory from 4MB to a maximum of 128 MB graphics memory. 

 rastd3d7.dll 

which is a D3D DirectX 7 rasterizer. This one has been very popular and worked a long time 

without major problems for users with ATI or NVidia graphic cards. But it failed in the last 

years with recent drivers from NVidia and this rasterizer has problems with too much 

polygons. Gustavo, the famous graphic artist from the GPLEA, who now works for ISI, noticed 

this why creating car models for a not yet released mod. The car or parts of it just vanished. 

 rastOGL.dll 

which is an OpenGL rasteriser. This rasteriser worked “well” in a patched version from 

WiHerr for NVidia users but my memory tells me that for ATI users the main problem was 

that ending a session resulted in a crash to desktop (CTD) 

As you can see from this list most original rasteriser have problems with today’s drivers and Windows 

versions (Windows Vista/Windows 2008 and Windows 7). 

Rasterizers V2 by Nigel Pattinson 
That’s why Nigel Pattinson signed for the task to create new ones. He created a D3D DirectX 7 

rasterizer and an OpenGL one. 

 rd3d7v2.dll 

which is the newer D3D DirectX 7 rasterizer from Nigel Pattinson. With today’s drivers and 

Vista/Windows 7 it seems to have problems running newer mods with decent frame rate. 

Also there are some problems with the newest ATI drivers. I tried with ATI Catalyst 10.10 and 

Windows 7 64 bit and the performance was slightly worse than with his OpenGL drivers. 

However with NVidia this rasterizer seems to work well. Please check http://srmz.net for 

news on this. If you have problems with fonts please try with disabled AA in your Windows 

drivers control center. 

 roglv2.dll 

which is the newer OpenGL rasterizer from Nigel Pattinson. Runs fine with newer ATI drivers 

and Vista/Windows 7. Performance is great and no real problems with this rasteriser. 

However I should mention that you don’t see cursor blinking in text input and you might see 

some transparency bugs with them. With NVidia drivers, performance seems good to but 

also the same bugs. If you have problems with fonts please try with disabled AA in your 

Windows drivers control center. 

http://srmz.net/
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If you review this list it seems D3D and OpenGL from Nigel Pattinson is the one which gave the best 

performance and has the least problems with newer mods. 

So take care when you change the selection in the Installer: 

 

The Installer will take care of another important change in one of the GPL important files. This file is 

called CORE.INI and is located in your GPL directory. If you have used the defaults during the 

installation you should have a link to open it via notepad. Otherwise just navigate to your GPL 

directory and open the file CORE.INI 

Now let’s compare the critical lines: 

Original Papyrus settings 

[ Int Profile Values ] 

value0 = OpenGL:TossHighestMip:0    ; Do not change; field specification 

value1 = OpenGL:MipFiltering:0    ; Do not change; field specification 

value2 = OpenGL:MirrorsEvery:0   ; Do not change; field specification 

value3=Direct3D7:D3DDevice:0    ; do not change 

value4=Direct3D7:TossHighestMip:0     ; do not change 

value5=Direct3D7:DoubleMirrorResWidth:1   ; do not change 

value6=Direct3D7:DoubleMirrorResHeight:1  ; do not change 

value7=Direct3D7:DirectMirrorRendering:1   ; do not change 

value8=Direct3D7:DisableZBuffer:0    ; do not change 

value9=Direct3D7:AlphaThreshold:240   ; do not change 

value10=Direct3D7:TransparentMipsDrawOrder:0  ; do not change 

value11=Direct3D7:TrilinearFiltering:1  ; do not change 

value12=Direct3D7:AnisotropicFiltering:0  ; do not change 

value13=Direct3D7:LODBias:-50   ; do not change 

[ Direct3D7 ] 

D3DDevice=0 

TossHighestMip=0 

DoubleMirrorResWidth=1 
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DoubleMirrorResHeight=1 

DirectMirrorRendering=1 

DisableZBuffer=0 

AlphaThreshold=1 

TransparentMipsDrawOrder=1 

TrilinearFiltering=1 

AnisotropicFiltering=16 

LODBias=-50 

[ OpenGL ] 

TossHighestMip = 0 

MipFiltering = 4        

MirrorsEvery = 1 

There are 3 sections, one for the global variables and the default values called Int Profile Values and 

sections for D3D and OpenGL to adjust graphic options and performance.  

Don’t change the Int Profile Values section values when you use the original GPL rasterizer by 

Papyrus or the V2 rasterizers by Nigel Pattinson. 

Now take a look how it looks when you have chosen the default OpenGLv2/D3Dv2 rasteriser during 

the setup of the Installer: 

[Int Profile Values] 

value0=RasterV2:Device:0 

value1=RasterV2:TossBiggestMips:0 

value2=RasterV2:MaxMipSize:0 

value3=RasterV2:MirrorSize:0 

value4=RasterV2:DirectMirrorRendering:1 

value5=RasterV2:DrawMethod:1 

value6=RasterV2:ZBufferType:1 

value7=RasterV2:AnisotropicFiltering:8 

value8=RasterV2:TrilinearFiltering:1 

value9=RasterV2:LODBias:0 

value10=RasterV2:32Bit:1 

value11=RasterV2:Width:0 

value12=RasterV2:Height:0 

value13=RasterV2:FogDensity:1000 

value14=RasterV2:VSync:0 

[RasterV2] 

Device=0 

TossBiggestMips=0 

MaxMipSize=0 

MirrorSize=0 

DirectMirrorRendering=1 

DrawMethod=1 

ZBufferType=1 

AnisotropicFiltering=8 

TrilinearFiltering=1 

LODBias=0 

32Bit=1 

Width=0 

Height=0 

FogDensity=1000 

VSync=0 
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You notice that Nigel had done it a bit different. The Int Profile Values section has only variables and 

default values for his rasteriser. You have no special D3D or OpenGL values.  

And notice that there’s only one section called RasterV2 for both types, D3D or OpenGL. 

But you need to be careful now: 

IF you change the rasteriser in GPL from rastD3D to rastd3dv2 GPL can’t adjust those 2 or 3 

sections!!! 

So you would have to adjust this by hand!!! 

Same if you use GEM for changing rasterizers between original and V2. If you change between the 

newer ones back to the older ones the Int Profile Values section isn’t adjusted. And don’t create 2 

sections with the same name. This is a no go for INI files!!! 

So please if you really change between original and newer rasteriser please open your CORE.INI and 

make adjustments to the 4 sections. You have some useful settings listed above! 

Please note that Core.ini and rasteriser choice are totally MOD independent! 

Now that we have hopefully give you some more insight knowledge of GPL rasteriser and core.ini and 

what the term rasteriser is used for, we can go on and talk about Pribluda. 

Pribluda is an Onscreen Telemetry Tool for GPL originally developed by Denis Fedorov and later 

continued by Amir and Petterie.  

Basically Pribluda consist of two important files. Pribluda.dll which is responsible for getting the data 

and displaying them on screen and Pribluda.ini which is used to customize what is drawn. 

Seems easy but it isn’t because Pribluda is depending on your choice of rasteriser to use.  

The original Pribluda.dll from Amir works only with the original D3D and OpenGL. Its version 

number is 1.1.1.0 

The updated from Petterie works with the newer rasterizers and its version number is 1.1.2.1 

You find the DLLs in those folders after an installation with the new GPLPS Installer: 

 

So it’s important to remember then when you change between rasteriser V1 and V2 that you need to 

edit your core.ini and that you need to exchange your Pribluda.dlls! 

But this is not all! You also need to adjust your Pribluda.ini, which is located in your GPL directory, 

and adjust the version number in it!  
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[global] 

version = 1.1.1.0 

This change is for Pribluda 1.1.1.0 from Amir for usage with original rasterizer (Direct3D7 or OpenGL 

in game). 

[global] 

version = 1.1.2.1 

This change is for Pribluda 1.1.2.1 from Petterie for usage with Nigel Pattinsons V2 rasterizers 

(Direct3D7V2 or OpenGLV2 in game). 

Frame rate Problems 
Disable additional text output (from Petterie) because V2 rasterizers take a hit displaying normal text 

output. Here are some ways to do so. 

 For online races you might try to disable chat messages. You find it under Options/Sound & 

Gameplay/Miscellaneous: 

 

 

 

 Disable Digital Display Modifier. Petterie has created a small GEM option to disable DDM. 

You find it here: http://srmz.net/index.php?showtopic=4242&view=findpost&p=37642 

 Disable some boards in Pribluda from directly printing to the screen. To do so open 

Pribluda.ini and change show = 1 to show = 0 in this sections where you don't need it. You 

can activate/deactivate them via the assigned keys. 

If all of that don't help try to disable Pribluda with the pribpatcher.exe in your GPL directory: 

 

  

http://srmz.net/index.php?showtopic=4242&view=findpost&p=37642
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This utility can be called via the explorer or via a cmd prompt. Here’s a typical message: 

 

If you change Pribluda support for your base exe and if you want to be sure that the change is spread 

to all the mods delete the GPLCxx.exe files. Make backups first! 

So it’s maybe a good time to reflect all the information: 

 OpenGLv2/D3Dv2 from Nigel Pattinson seems to be the most stable version and should be 

used on newer PCs 

 If you change however from newer Rasteriser to older and vice versa please control your 

core.ini sections because they are not corrected by GPL or GEM 

 If you are happy with the Installer chosen rasteriser you don’t need to do anything Pribluda 

related. You only need to customize the values in Pribluda.ini to your liking 

 If you change Rasteriser between V1 and V2 you need to take care of the Pribluda.dlls and 

again adjust core.ini 

 Use Pribluda.dll version 1.1.1.0 for original rasteriser. You have to manually copy/compare 

them to be sure. Location: repository\Pribluda\1.1.1.0 

 Use Pribluda.dll version 1.1.2.1 for Nigel Pattinson’s V2 rasterizer. You have to manually 

copy/compare them to be sure. Location: repository\Pribluda\1.1.2.1 

For Pribluda settings please check the repository\Pribluda\1.1.1.0\pribluda_readme.html or the 

website of Amir which you can find here: 

http://www.amirkamal.com/gpl/pribluda/pribluda_readme.html 

  

http://www.amirkamal.com/gpl/pribluda/pribluda_readme.html
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Last section with some samples 
My Core.ini settings with an ATI HD 5770, Windows 7 64-bit and Catalyst driver version 10.10c 

Working with D3Dv2 and OGLv2 

[RasterV2]  

Device=0 

TossBiggestMips=0 

MaxMipSize=0 

MirrorSize= 0 

DirectMirrorRendering= 0  

DrawMethod= 1 

ZBufferType= 1 

AnisotropicFiltering= 16 

TrilinearFiltering= 1 

LODBias=0 

32Bit= 1 

Width=0 

Height=0 

FogDensity=1000 

VSync= 0 

With the 10.10 ATI Catalyst drivers I had to use DirectMirrorRendering= 0. With 1 I had a small 

additional mirror like square in the upper left corner. 

M. Needforspeed has tried it with two different NVidia driver versions for 32-bit Windows and he can 

use DirectMirrorRendering=1 (checked) with his NVidia drivers. 

So you may need to check this. 

If you still have questions or need help visit the SRMZ. There’s a forum called GPL-"Help! I'm having 

trouble with...” For your convenience here’s the direct link: 

http://srmz.net/index.php?showforum=9 

 

http://srmz.net/index.php?showforum=9

